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Figure 2: Manufacturability analysis.3
As shown in Figure 2, there are four cases in which the above approach will nd that the designis not machinable. In these cases, the designer will need to consider making changes to the design, asdescribed below:1. If some portions of the design do not correspond to any machining features, then these portionsshould be modied or eliminated.2. If no operation plan can be found that is capable of creating the design shape and dimensions,then the dimensions and/or shape are unsatisfactory and should be changed such that at leastone operation plan works.3. If no operation plan can satisfy the design tolerances, then designer should consider looseningthe unachievable tolerances or change the design shape and/or dimensions.4. If there are specied time or cost targets and no operation plan is capable of meeting those targets,then designer should consider changing the design to eliminate those design characteristics thatrequire expensive or time-consuming machining operations.Fig. 3 shows some example parts handled by our approach. The part shown in Fig. 3(a) is un-machinable, because the four notches on the corner of the part do not have any corner radiuses. Thepart shown in Fig. 3(b) is a modied version of the part, which is machinable. The part shown inFig. 3(c) is machinable, but is expensive to machine because it requires a large number of setups.Fig. 3(d) shows a modied version of the part, that requires fewer setups to machine and therefore hasbetter manufacturability.Our approach can also be used incrementally as a design involves. In particular, the steps thatinvolve operation planning (without estimating machining accuracy) can be used to analyze the designshape and dimensions of the design. After tolerances has been specied, the steps involving estimationof machining accuracy can be used to analyze the design tolerances.3 Related Work3.1 Feature ExtractionFeature recognition has been considered an important research area in CAD/CAM integration andmany dierent approaches have been developed over the last decade. The approaches based on graphalgorithms (such as [15]) and alternating sum-of-volume decomposition (such as [17]) have knownalgorithmic properties, but appear dicult to extend to realistic manufacturing problems. Grammaticalmethods and some of the graph-based approaches are prone to combinatorial diculties. The recentwork in [9] describes promising techniques that combat the combinatorial problems by abstracting anapproximation of the geometric and topological information in a solid model and nding features inthe approximation.Perhaps the most comprehensive and formal approach to date for recognizing features and handlingtheir interactions has been that of Vandenbrande [24]. Their method is capable of coming up withalternative feature interpretations and is described in Section 3.2.The absence of a clear mathematical formalism for the problem has made it dicult to ensurecompleteness of these approaches. In particular, when features intersect with each other, this changestheir topology and geometry in ways not taken into account by most existing feature recognitionsystems. Hence, it is often unclear what specic classes of parts and feature interactions can be handledby various existing approaches. Our approach (see Section 5) is intended to address this problem.4
(a) (b)
(c) (d)Figure 3: Some of the example parts handled by our approach.
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3.2 Generation of AlternativesFor the purposes of manufacturability analysis it is very important to examine alternative ways ofmanufacturing the part|and this requires obtain alternative interpretations of the part as dierentcollections of machinable features. Our approach to this problem is described in Section 6; below is asummary of other related approaches and how they dier from ours.The AMPS process planning system [5] includes a \feature renement" step, in which heuristictechniques are used for combining a set of features into a more complex feature if it appears that thiswill optimize the plan, or splitting a feature that cannot be machined into two or more features thatcan (hopefully) be machined. Since the techniques are heuristic in nature, it is not entirely clear whenalternative interpretations will be produced.Mantyla [19] presents a method for generative generative process planning by using relaxed features.For each of the feature types, a set of geometrically similar features is dened. During process planningany of the alternative features can be used. However, this work does not incorporate precedenceconstraints or tolerances into its reasoning. Moreover, this approach can not handle cases in which thebest plan requires a dierent number of features than the original one.Vandenbrande [24] has developed a system that combines techniques from articial intelligence andsolid modeling. The program uses hints or clues to identify potential features in the boundary repre-sentation of the part. The system is capable of identifying interacting features (e.g., two intersectingslots). This program also produces alternative features in certain cases. This system does not guaran-tee generating all potential machining features. Moreover, it does not have any way of grouping thefeatures into feature-based models.The rst systematic work in the direction of generation of alternative interpretations was done byKarinthi and Nau [16]. They described an approach for producing alternative interpretations of thesame object as dierent collections of volumetric features as the result of algebraic operations on the fea-tures, and a system for generating alternative interpretations by performing these algebraic operations.However, this system cannot be used directly for manufacturability evaluation, due to the followinglimitations. First, there was no direct relation between these features and machining operations, sosome of the interpretations generated by this approach were not feasible from the machining point ofview. Second, the algebraic operators were not sucient to generate all interpretations of interest formachining purposes. Third, this work did not deal with the time-ordering constraints induced by somekinds of feature interactions.3.3 Process PlanningA vast literature exists that describes various types of process planning systems [21, 5, 1, 25, 4, 11].Most of them focus on generating a single plan that is optimal with respect to some criteria. Mostof these systems reason with a single interpretations of the part, have very limited geometric reason-ing capabilities, and use heuristic techniques To Determine precedence constraints among machiningfeatures. Moreover, most do not check to make sure that the intermediate workpiece satises therequired conditions for proper accessibility. Some of them use complex models for selecting and opti-mizing various cutting parameters, which makes them too computationally intensive and to be usedfor manufacturability analysis during the design stage.For the purpose of manufacturability analysis, we need a planning system that employs geometricreasoning at the planning level to explore the possibility of machining the features in dierent orders,and determining the status of the current workpiece to assure required conditions for accessibility.Moreover, the planning system should be integrated with the scheme for generating alternative inter-pretations of the part, to allow pruning of unpromising plans. Our approach (see Section 7) is intended6






















(a): a drilling feature (b): an end-milling featureFigure 4: Examples of machining features.
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(a): the stock (b): a removal volume, andits eect on the stock (c): eective removal volumewith respect to the stockFigure 5: An end-milling feature and its eective removal volume.
(a): the hole is accessiblein the workpiece (b): the hole is not accessible becausethe entry face in not at.Figure 6: Examples of feature accessibility. Suppose we want to mill the pocket p shown in Figure 4(b). Then op(p) will be milling. Tocreate p, we will sweep an end mill of radius r in plane, whose parameters are the starting pointpd, the depth l, the edge loop e, and the unit orientation vector ~v. Thus, param(p) is the setfpd; ~v; e; lg. If the approach face a(p) is as shown in the gure, then the removal volume rem(p)and accessibility volume acc(p) will be as shown in the gure.Usually, we will have only a nite set M of possible machining operations that can be performed;i.e., for each feature f , op(f) must be a member of the set M. Often, we will refer to machiningfeatures in terms of the operations used to create them. For example, we say that the hole h is adrilling feature, and the pocket p a end-milling feature.Eective removal volume. The volume removed by f from a given workpiece W is not necessarilyf 's removal volume. Instead, it is f 's eective removal volume with respect to W , which is dened asrem(f;W ) = W \ rem(f). Fig. 5 shows an end-milling feature and its eective removal volume withrespect to the stock.Accessibility. A feature f is accessible in a workpiece W , if the following conditions are satised:1. The accessibility volume of f does not intersect with W (i.e., acc(f) \ W = ;).2. The entry face of f should have the proper approach conditions for machining. For example, ifthe feature f is a drilling feature, then to ensure proper machining, the entry face of the hole fshould be a planar surface perpendicular to the hole axis.Fig. 6 shows examples of accessible and inaccessible features.9
(a): a part (b): a valid feature (c): an invalid feature (d): an invalid featureFigure 7: Examples of valid and invalid features.(a): stock S (b): part P(c): non-primary, becausethe holes in (d) and (e)have larger eectiveremoval volumes (d): non-primary, because thehole in (e) has a smallereective removal volume (e): primaryFigure 8: Example of primary and non-primary features.5 Identifying Machining FeaturesGiven solids representing the part P and the stock S, and a set of machining operations M, we areinterested in nding the set of all features that correspond to useful machining operations that can beused to create P .Valid features. A feature f is valid for a given part P , if:1. f creates some portion of the boundary of P (i.e., b(f) \ b(P ) 6= ;).2. Removal volume of f does not intersects with P (i.e., rem(f) \ P = ;).Fig. 7 shows examples of valid and invalid features.Primary features. A primary feature for a part P and stock S is any valid feature f such that thefollowing conditions are satised (see Fig. 8 for an example):10



































u5 u9Figure 11: Faces to be created for Design 1. For Design 2, the faces are similar, except that they havedierent dimensions. 12
machined on a vertical machining center and end-milling and drilling are the only available machiningoperations. Fig. 11 gives names to various faces which need to be created in the two designs.For Design 1, Fig. 12 shows the set of features F identied using our algorithm. From the surfaceu1, we identied features s1 and s4. For Design 2, the set of features identied by our algorithm isidentical to F , except that the holes have dierent dimensions.6 Generating Feature-Based ModelsMany times, the set F of all primary features contains redundant features. Thus, for the purpose ofoperation planning, we consider various subsets of F that are sucient to create the part P from Sand contain no redundant feature. These sets, which we call feature-based models, are dened below.Feature-Based Models. A set of features F is feature-based model (or FBM) of P , S and M if ithas the following properties:1. For every feature f in F , its machining operation op(f) is in M.2. If we subtract the features in F from S, we get P (i.e., S   Sf2F (rem(f)) = P ).3. No feature f in F is redundant (i.e., S   Sg2F ffg(rem(g)) 6= P ).Intuitively, an FBM is an interpretation of the delta volume as a set of machining features.Primary FBMs. An FBM F is primary if all features in F are primary (i.e., F  F).Algorithms for generating primary FBMs. Since each primary FBM is basically a set cover forthe set F , we will generate FBMs using set-covering techniques, and use pruning heuristics to discardunpromising FBMs. The algorithms for this are shown below. Basically, these algorithms operate asfollows.Initialize assigns initial values to some variables, and calls Generate-Covers. Generate-Covers is a backtracking algorithm that looks for sets of eective removal volumes that form irredun-dant set-covers for the delta volume. Each such set cover corresponds to one or more FBMs. Thus, foreach set cover R that Generate-Covers nds, it calls Cover-To-FBMs to nd one or more FBMsF such that the eective removal volumes of the features in F are identical to the volumes in R.procedure Initialize(F)1. For the features in F , let R be the set of eective removal volumes with respect to S (i.e.,R = frem(f; S) : f 2 Fg). For example, Fig. 13 shows R in the case where F is as shown inFig. 12.2. Initially, let R contain every volume in r 2 R that is not subsumed by the other volumes in R(i.e., R = fr : r   Sq2R frg(q) 6= ;g). For example, in Fig. 13, R = R. Note that each volumer 2 R is guaranteed to be in every irredundant cover for R.3. Call Generate-Covers(R  R;R). 13








h3features identied = F = fs1; s2; s3; s4; s5; h1; h2; h3gFigure 12: Features identied by our algorithm for Design 1 of Fig. 10. For Design 2, the features areidentical, except that the holes have dierent diameters.14
r1 = rem(s1; S) = rem(s4; S)r2 = rem(s2; S) = rem(s5; S)r3 = rem(s3; S)r4 = rem(h1; S)r5 = rem(h2; S) = rem(h3; S)R = fr1; r2; r3; r4; r5gFigure 13: Eective removal volumes of features in F , where F is as shown in Fig. 12.15
Below, Generate-Covers takes two arguments, X and R. R is the partial set cover that hasbeen built up already, and X is a set of volumes that can potentially be added to R to completethe set cover. Generate-Covers calls itself recursively to remove elements from X and add themto R, calling Cover-To-FBMs each time this results in a complete cover. For example, in Fig. 13,Initialize calls Generate-Covers with X = ; and R = fr1; r2; r3; r4; r5g. In this case, R isalready an irredundant cover (in fact, the only possible irredundant cover) so Generate-Covers callsCover-To-FBMs immediately.In cases where X is nonempty, the eciency of Generate-Covers depends on the order in whichit chooses the volumes in X . To make the procedure ecient, in Step 4(a) our heuristic is to choosethe volume r in X which covers the maximum portion of the uncovered delta volume (i.e., choose ar 2 X such that r \ (  [(R)) is maximized).procedure Generate-Covers(X;R)1. If R contains a volume r that is subsumed by the other volumes in R (i.e., [(R frg) = [(R)),then return, because R is redundant.2. Otherwise, if the delta volume is completely covered by R (i.e.,   [(R)), then call Cover-To-FBMs(R; ;) and return, because we have found an irredundant cover.3. Otherwise, if the volumes in R and X cannot cover the delta volume (i.e.,   [(R[X)), thenreturn, because R is not feasible.4. Otherwise, do the following:(a) Choose a volume r in X (see discussion above).(b) Call Generate-Covers(X   frg; R [ frg).(c) Call Generate-Covers(X   frg; R).Each time that Generate-Covers nds an irredundant cover for the delta volume, the next stepis to generate one or more primary FBMs from this cover. We do this using the depth-rst branch-and-bound algorithm Cover-To-FBM described below. Cover-To-FBMs takes two arguments,R and G. G is the partial FBM that has been built up already, and R is the set of volumes fromwhich features need to be generated in order to complete G. Cover-To-FBMs calls itself recursivelyto remove volumes from R, and try alternative completions of G consisting of alternative featurescorresponding to these volumes. For each primary FBM that Cover-To-FBM generates, it calls thealgorithm Generate-Plans (described in the next section), in order to map the FBM into one ormore operation plans and evaluate their manufacturability.If good FBMs have been generated and examined rst, then we need not examine any FBM thatis not expected to result in a better operation plan. Thus, the computational eciency of Cover-To-FBMs is dependent on the order in which Cover-To-FBMs removes volumes from R and addsfeatures to G. To control the order in which FBMs are generated, we use heuristic techniques, asdescribed in the algorithm.procedure Cover-To-FBMs(R;G)1. If h(G;R) is worse than the manufacturability rating of the best operation plan seen so far, thenreturn, because G is unpromising.(The pruning heuristic h(G;R) estimates the highest possible manufacturability rating for anyoperation plan resulting from features in set G. This heuristic is described below.)16






























































s1(a): FBM 1 after trimming (b): each edge represents a signicantintersection between two featuresFigure 16: Signicant intersections among features in FBM 1. Note that the the intersection betweena drilling feature's conical bottom and any other feature is not signicant.
(a): before truncation (b): after truncationFigure 17: An example of feature truncation.procedure Generate-Plans(F )1. Call Trim-Primary-FBM(F ). This procedure, dened below, trims the unuseful portions ofthe feature in FBM F.2. Let f(f1; f 01); (f2; f 02); : : : ; (fn; f 0n)g be all pairs of features in F that have signicant intersections.4For every consistent set C of precedence constraints on these pairs of intersecting features, i.e.,every consistent set C of precedence constraints such that for each i, C contains either theconstraint fi ! f 0i or the constraint f 0i ! fi but not both,5 do the following:(a) Let f1; f2; : : : ; fn be any total ordering of F that is consistent with C. (Such a total orderingcan easily be generated using topological sorting [6]. This total ordering is not unique, butsince C totally orders intersecting features, we can prove that we will get exactly the sameoperation plan regardless of which total ordering is produced by the topological sortingalgorithm.)(b) For every i > 0, let gi be the truncation of fi with respect to the workpiece Wi = S  (f1 [ : : :[ fi 1). By this, we mean the smallest feature g of f 's type and orientation suchthat g can remove the volume removed by f from Wi, i.e., rem(g;Wi) = rem(f;Wi) (for4Two features f1 and f2 have a signicant intersection if the intersection is expected to result in either accessibility orminimality type of precedence constraint after truncating the features in Step 2b. For an example, see Fig. 16.5In the worst case, this could be a very large number of sets of precedence constraints|but we believe that this worstcase is quite unlikely to occur, because in cases, all sets of signicantly intersecting features will be quite small.20
example, see Fig. 17). If fi violates any dimensional constraints, or is not accessible in Wiafter truncation, then discard C and skip Step (c).(c) Let G = fg1; : : : ; gng. Add the ordered FBM (G;C) to the set G of all ordered FBMs foundso far.3. Call Relax-Prec-Const(G). This procedure, dened below, detects situations in which someof the precedence constraints can be eliminated.4. For every ordered FBM (G;C) 2 G, do:(a) Generate the operation plan (O;C) by mapping each g in G to its associated machiningoperation o (o consists of op(g) plus the recommended machining parameters taken from amachining data handbook such as [18]), and applying the precedence constraints C to themachining operations.(b) Call Evaluate-Mach-Accr(O;C). This procedure, dened in Section 8, estimates theachievable tolerances for the operation plan (O;C).(c) If (O;C) is capable of meeting the design tolerances then compute the manufacturabilityrating MR for the operation plan (O;C), as described in Section 9.Trimming of unuseful portions of features in primary FBMs. In a primary FBM, the removalvolumes of various features may sometimes intersect. If two features have intersecting removal volumes,then machining either of them will remove the shared volume. In some cases, it may be possible tomodify one of the features by modifying it to remove some or all of the shared volume, so as to avoidmachining it twice. Trimming only eliminates the bottom portion of the feature without aectingits datum point or approach face (if possible, remaining portions will get truncated in Step 2b ofGenerate-Plan procedure). However, since it changes the size of the feature, the resulting feature(and thus the FBM) will not be primary. In order to produce more realistic estimates of cost andmachining accuracy, the rst step in Generate-Plans(F ) is to trim the features in the FBM Fwherever it can. This is done as described below.procedure Trim-Primary-FBM(F )1. For every f 2 F , do the following:(a) Let r be the portion of f 's removal volume that is not shared by any other feature, i.e.,r = (rem(f; S)  [g2F ffg(rem(g)).(b) Find the smallest feature h that satises following conditions:i. h and f have the same machining operations (i.e., op(h) = op(f)).ii. h and f have the same orientation vector (i.e., ~v(h) = ~v(f)).iii. h and f have the same datum points (i.e., pd(h) = pd(f)).iv. h and f have the same approach face (i.e., a(h) = a(f)).v. h can remove the volume r (i.e., rem(h; S)  r).(c) Add h to H .2. If the features in H can create P from S (i.e., S Sh2H rem(h) = P ), then return H . Otherwise,return F .Fig. 18 shows the result of applying the above procedure to FBM 1 of Fig. 15.21
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cutting param: RPM=650; cutting param: RPM=1000;
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cutting param: RPM=1400;cutting param: RPM=800;
feed=0.30 mm/rev feed=0.16 mm/revDetails of Operation Plan OP4 for Design 2.Figure 21: Generating operation plan from FBM 2.25
Table 2: Machining accuracy data for cylindrical surfaces created by drilling operations.diameter range dimensional variation form error surface nish(mm) (mm) (mm) (m)3 to 6 +0:100,  0:0256 to 13 +0:150,  0:02513 to 25 +0:200,  0:050 0:100 1:625 to 50 +0:250,  0:08050 to 100 +0:300,  0:100Table 3: Machining accuracy data for planar surfaces created by end-milling operations.dimensional variation form error surface nish(mm) (mm) (m)+0:020,  0:020 0:040 0:8If we start from Design 2 rather than Design 1, we will get FBMs identical to FBMs 1 through 8,except for the dimensions of the holes. However, because of the restriction on the maximumlength/diameter ratio of drilling tools, Design 2 can only be machined by drilling the two holes fromopposite approach directions|and thus no operation plans will be generated from FBM 1, FBM 3,FBM 5 or FBM 7. Fig. 21 shows generation of operation plans from FBM 2 for Design 2. As describedin Section 8, no operation plan is capable of producing the desired tolerances for Design 2.8 Estimating Achievable Machining AccuracyEach machining operation creates surfaces that have certain geometric variations compared to itsnominal geometry. Designers normally give design tolerance specications on the nominal geometry, tospecify how large these variations are allowed to be without violating the functionality requirements.To verify whether or not a given operation plan will produce the desired design tolerances, we want toestimate what tolerances the operations can achieve.Currently, we handle tolerances only on planar and cylindrical surfaces. Each machined surface hasfollowing three associated accuracy characteristics:1. A form error, f . For planar surfaces this error is the atness of the machined surface, and forcylindrical surfaces is the cylindricity of the machined surface.2. A dimensional variation, d. This denes the dimensional zone with respect to the nominal(ideal) surface in which the machined surface lies. For planar surfaces, this zone is dened bytwo planar surfaces parallel to the nominal surface, and for cylindrical surfaces, it is denedby two cylindrical surfaces concentric with the nominal surface. The two components of d arerepresented by +d and  d .3. A surface nish, s. This describes the smoothness (or roughness) of the machined surface.Each machining operation creates surfaces with dierent characteristics. Table 2 presents machiningaccuracy data for cylindrical surfaces produced by drilling operations, compiled from [3, 5]. Table 3presents machining accuracy data for planar surfaces produced by end-milling operations, compiledfrom [3, 5]. 26
Table 4: Location errors for drilling operations.drilling condition location errordrilling a new hole 0.15mmenlarging a pre-existing hole 0.10mmTable 5: Tolerance table for Design 1.surface(s) tolerance type value(s)u3 diameter +0:25,  0:10u7 diameter +0:20,  0:10(u4; u6) length +0:05,  0:05(u3; u7) concentricity 0:30For some machining operations, the actual datum point is dierent from the desired datum point.This error is refered as the location error, l. For example, in case of drilling operations, the center ofa drilled hole is dierent from the nominal (ideal) location. Table 4 gives the data for location errorsin drilling operation, compiled from [3, 5]. We assume this error to be zero for end-milling operations.From the design tolerances, we construct a tolerance table which describes these tolerances asattributes of various surfaces. For example, Table 5 is the tolerance table for Design 1. Since Design 2has tolerances identical to Design 1, the tolerance table for Design 2 is same as Table 5. A tolerancetable has two types of entries: tolerances associated with a single surface, and tolerances associatedwith a pair of surfaces.We use the following algorithm to evaluate the machining accuracy of a given operation plan:procedure Evaluate-Mach-Accr(O;C)1. Let fo1; o2; : : : ; ong be a total order of the operations in O that is consistent with precedenceconstraints in C.2. For i > 0, if oi creates any face u which appears in the tolerance table, then calculate the formerror f , dimensional variation +d ;  d , surface nish s, and location error l associated with u.Let E(u) = ff ; +d ;  d ; s; lg.3. For every tolerance-table entry that involves a single surface u, do the following:(a) Calculate the achievable tolerance from E(u) (some of the formulas we use for this aredescribed below).(b) If the achievable tolerance does not satisfy the design tolerance, then return failure.4. For every tolerance-table entry that involves a pair of surfaces u and u0, do the following:(a) Calculate the achievable tolerance from E(u) and E(u0), using dierent setups for u and u0.(b) If the achievable tolerance does not satisfy the design tolerance, then add (u; u0) to the setU . U contains pairs of features whose tolerance is tight enough that it cannot be achievedin dierent setups.5. If there is no way to order the operations in O consistently with C such that the operationsassociated with every pair (u; u0) 2 U can be done in a single setup, then return failure.27
6. For every (u; u0) 2 U , do the following:(a) Calculate the achievable tolerance from E(u) and E(u0) assuming the same setup for u andu0.(b) If the achievable tolerance does not satisfy the the design tolerance, then return failure.7. Return success. (Note that this will occur only if Steps 3(b), 5 or 6(b) do not return failure.)Below are examples of the formulas used to calculate the tolerances in above algorithm (the othersare omitted for brevity):1. Length Tolerance. Let u1 and u2 be two parallel planar surfaces. Let (+d1;  d1) and (+d2;  d2) bethe dimensional variation associated u1 and u2 respectively. Then the length tolerance betweenu1 and u2 is dened as upper limit = +d1 + +d2 + setup errorlower limit =  d1 +  d2 + setup error2. Concentricity Tolerance. Let u1 and u1 be two cylindrical surfaces. Let l1 and l2 be the locationerror associated with the datum points of u1 and u2 respectively. Then the concentricity tolerancebetween u1 and u2 is dened asconcentricity tolerance = l1 + l2 + setup errorThe setup error is assumed to be 0 if the operations associated with u1 and u2 are done in same setup,and 0.20mm otherwise.Examples. Operation plan OP1 for Design 1 is capable of producing the desired tolerances. Allplans for Design 2 that satisfy length/dia restriction for drilling tools (for example, plan OP4 shownin Fig. 21) require a setup change between two drilling operations, and thus none of these plans canproduce the desired concentricity tolerance for Design 2. Therefore, Design 2 cannot be machined usingdrilling and end-milling operations.9 Manufacturability Rating of DesignsThe manufacturability of a given design depends on the following three factors:1. the ability to produce the design within the specied specication;2. the ability to produce the design with a low production cost;3. the ability to produce the design with a low production time.The rst of these factors was handled in the previous sections: if the design cannot be produced withinthe desired specications, then our approach returns failure. If the design can be produced withinthe desired specications, then the manufacturability rating could be based on approximations of theproduction cost, production time, or a combination of the two.In this paper, we ignore the production cost, and simply use an approximation of the productiontime (minimized over all plans capable of producing the design) as the design's manufacturabilityrating. More specically, we calculate the manufacturability rating of a design asMR(O;C) = minfPT (O;C) : (O;C) is an operation plan that meets the design specsg;28
Table 6: Time estimates for various operations in operation plan OP1Operation o11 o12 o13 o14 o15 2 setups Total timeTime (min) 0.87 1.22 0.87 0.26 0.10 3.00 6.32where PT (O;C) = n Ts +Xo2OTm(o);O = the set of machining operations;C = the set of precedence constraints on O;Ts = the average setup time (this can be estimatedusing information from handbooks such as [26]);n = the minimum possible number of setups (this can becomputed using branch-and-bound techniques [7]);Tm(o) = the machining time associated with o (this can be estimatedusing information from handbooks such as [18, 26, 27]).Example. Fig. 20 shows the details of the plans OP1. This plan is estimated to require 2. ForDesign 1, OP1 has the best estimated production time; its estimated production time is shown inTable 6. In estimating the production time, we have added half the tool diameter to each slot lengthto account for the lead-in. We assumed that the part will machined on a three axis vertical machiningcenter and will be held in a vise.10 Conclusions and Future WorkIn this paper, we have presented a methodology for analyzing proposed product designs to estimatetheir manufacturability aspects. Our analysis provides feedback to the designer about possible manu-facturability problems, thereby providing an opportunity to redesign the product to improve its man-ufacturability characteristics. Some of the benets of our approach are listed below:1. By using features that correspond directly to machining operations, we are incorporating process-related information in the features themselves. This will allow us to estimate production costand quality without going through a very elaborate process-planning step.2. As opposed to existing rule-based approaches, our approach is based on theoretical foundations.We anticipate that this will enable us to make rigorous statements about the soundness, com-pleteness, eciency, and robustness of the approach.3. Since we consider various alternative ways of machining the part, the conclusions about themanufacturability of the proposed design will be more realistic than if we considered just onealternative.In this work, we have made an attempt in direction of building a systematic approach to manufac-turability analysis, but the overall problem is far from solved. For example, in our current work we donot consider xturing, which can have signicant aects on operation planning. In our future work,we plan to integrate a xturability analysis system with the current system.29
Many real-life parts are produced using a combination of primary and secondary processes. Forexample, engine blocks are rst cast, and then machined to nal shape. In many cases, manufactura-bility requirements for dierent processes are very dierent. For example, a design shape that is easy tocast may pose problem during xturing. Incorporating more then one type of manufacturing processesin the same manufacturability analysis system is a challenging research problem. As an extensionof our current work, we would like to develop a manufacturability analysis system that will handlecombinations of manufacturing processes.We also intend to extend our approach so that in addition to identifying design problems and com-puting the manufacturability rating, it will also suggest changes that can improve the manufacturabilityof the design. As a rst step in this direction, we are currently developing ways to identify changesthat will reduce the number of setups.The ultimate goal of our approach is to provide tools for manufacturability analysis as part of theCAD systems used by designers. Even if designers have access to such tools, the ultimate cost andquality of the product will still depend on the designer's creativity and ability. However, we believe thatour research will help in improving the productivity of designers, by helping them to design productsthat are easier to manufacture. This will reduce the need for redesign, resulting in reduced lead timeand product cost.In addition, we anticipate that the results of this work will be useful in providing a way to speed upthe evaluation of new product designs in order to decide how or whether to manufacture them. Sucha capability will be especially useful in 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